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Fame, Shame, Remorse, Authenticity:
A Prologue
Theresa M. Senft

This book contains essays considering how micro-celebrity works around the
world. I am the person who coined the term “micro-celebrity.” This makes me an
expert of sorts. It also makes me suspicious. Although much of its focus is on the
present, my hope is that this book stirs questions about the past as well. Exactly
how did we get to our current understanding of what this “ﬁeld” is, or means?
How much of what we know about micro-celebrity comes through direct experience? How much comes from stories of others? From formal education? How
much are we simply guessing?
I have titled this prologue, “Fame, Shame, Remorse, Authenticity.” For
academics, shame feels baked into the language we use to discuss fame. Consider
the identity position “expert,” the closest thing to micro-celebrity we have in
academia. In part because they are rarely the ones with the most expertise in an
area (but are nonetheless center stage), experts are expected to comport themselves with a mix of enthusiasm and shame. Like Plato’s reluctant Philosopher
King, or an award-nominated actress who insists it’s an honor to simply be
named, a good expert knows to demonstrate some resistance to being asked to
represent the collective wisdom of the academy. Fail to perform in this way, and
rumors begin to circulate that she seeks fame for “the wrong reasons,” as they say
on reality shows. On those shows, we never hear what the “right reasons” for
gaining or keeping celebrity are. You don’t hear much about that in universities,
either.
Of all the places an expert is expected to deploy shame, the area of apologies is
perhaps the most pressing. Sometimes the expert requests apologies on behalf of
harmed parties. Other times, she offers them, on behalf of parties who have
injured others. In their Introduction to this collection, Crystal Abidin and Megan
Lindsay Brown explain that most research on micro-celebrity skews heavily in the
direction of English- speaking users hailing from the Global North. They’re not
asking anyone to take responsibility for the history of this research imbalance, but
as an expert, I feel moved to offer one, on behalf of others like myself who
thought they were doing the best they could with what they had and were not.
Legal theorist Jeffrie Murphy breaks apologies into two types: guilt and
remorse. Remorse apologies differ from guilt apologies by degree (they tend to be
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given only for “grave wrongs and harms”) and performance quality. As Murphy
explains, those with remorse are expected to go beyond the words “I am sorry”
(Murphy, 2007: 430).
Murphy believes that remorse apologies are on the decline, mainly due to the
“increasing prevalence and even celebration of public apology…” (Murphy, 2007:
433) This might sound paradoxical until we think about the number of public
apologies that seem to do more harm than good. Murphy uses the example of the
person who says he is “sorry that you interpreted his (presumably innocent)
remark in such a way that your (probably overly sensitive) feelings were hurt”
(Murphy, 2007: 449). At moments like these, he argues, the message heard is that,
“I matter more than you and can use you, like a mere object or thing, for my own
purposes.”
Apologies don’t mean a lot without remorse, but remorse doesn’t mean a lot
without a narrative about the past that includes an understanding of culpability
and a plan for a future that seems to move in the direction of justice, equity, and
honest representation. To me, this book points to that future. My plan for the
remaining pages is to give a personal backstory for how we got here. I invite
others who were part of what I now think of as “Micro-celebrity 1.0” to do the
same.

Person to Practice
In history, there are the facts we know, the ones we don’t, and then there are
things that we aren’t sure matter or not. I have never been questioned about
“owning” the origin of micro-celebrity (it’s hardly a burning issue on the world
stage), but if I were, I could provide two historical data points. Academically, the
term ﬁrst appeared in my 2004 doctoral dissertation and then in my 2008 book
Camgirls. I was also described as having come up with the term in a 2007 article
on the topic in Wired magazine. More than anything, the Wired piece probably
also contributed to establishing me as an expert. It’s worth noting that that author
of that piece, Clive Thompson, is a friend who lived down the street from me in
New York. There has never been a time on the internet when location has not
mattered.
When I started studying it, it was common for reporters to ask if I thought
Person X or Y was a micro-celebrity, based on the number of hits their web sites
received or (later) the number of followers they had. It was a difﬁcult question
answer at the time, and an impossible one to answer in an era where everyone
posts information about their daily activities on services like Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and WeChat. Today, I speak of micro-celebrity as a practice,
rather than a person: it’s the presentation of one’s online self as a branded good,
with the expectation others are doing the same. When this presentation involves
an intention to monetize, I call that person an inﬂuencer.
I decided to study micro-celebrity to ﬁgure something out about myself, my
relationship to technology, and my relationship to others online. I bought my ﬁrst
computer and modem in 1994. I remember because that was the year I returned to
graduate school. Both these things were made possible by money I received in a
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lump sum after my mother’s death. I share these facts because I’ve always seen my
personal and professional life are connected: if my mother hadn’t been a staunch
feminist, endured a wild and abusive marriage, chosen not to attend college,
insisted on papering my bedroom walls with posters donated by travel agencies,
ﬂown into a drunken rage when I said I wouldn’t be coming home ever again,
built a life for herself after her divorce, contracted a mind and body destroying
illness shortly thereafter, and had the foresight to purchase life insurance (leaving
me with a lump sum of a cash and years of unresolved psychological issues) I’d
have an entirely different story than I do now.
1994 was an important year for internet history, marking the introduction of
what would later be known as the World Wide Web. The introduction of visual
material and hyperlinks to the internet led to the genesis of personal home
pages. I guess, for many, personal home pages were the original stomping
grounds of micro-celebrity (there was no blogging or micro-blogging then), but I
wasn’t very interested. It seemed to me that the Web in general was mostly full
of corporate material, and home pages seemed to all belong to Silicon Valley
dudes. Instead, I practiced micro-celebrity on Echo, a dialup New York City
bulletin board service, where I went by the name Jane Doe. Echo was structured
not unlike Reddit is today, except back then it was only reachable through a
local phone number. People on Echo often met in the ﬂesh for drinks and to
socialize, and because the bar we drank at was in New York, lots of journalists
were there.
Now that I think back on it, almost every early opportunity I had to play an
expert came from someone originally connected to Echo. Talking with friends
who were also journalists showed me how to set up a story that would grab
attention. When I began studying “webcam girls” by sticking a camera in my own
apartment, I already knew my story was odd enough to be interesting to New
York journalists. I also knew I looked old enough to be credible and young
enough to be digestible as an expert across the United States. I had some other
advantages I detail below.

The Generational Lottery
Like every other tech expert, I ﬁrst had to win a generational lottery. Winning
starts by being born at the right moment in time to study a technology and
looking the right age to study it. If you are (or look) overly young, people doubt
academic or business-related bonaﬁdes. It almost goes without saying that being
too old is also a problem. I am fortunate to know one of the men who helped
write the operating system OS X for Apple. After retiring, he applied for and
was denied a part time job at the Genius Bar at his local mall. This is a true
story.
The generational lottery requires a few other things. You need to be living in a
body that comports itself easily to existing norms and requires very little other
technology to get around. Of course, people understand that there should be
wheelchair access at speaking venues or that young mothers might need a place to
breastfeed over the course of a day. Everyone wants a world where those issues
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are addressed, just as they wish the viewing public would dial down the racist,
homophobic, or fat shaming comments on every public video. It’s just that
realistically, we are told, we are just not quite there yet.
Two ﬁnal things are necessary to claim generational lottery winnings. First,
you need to be living and working in or near a city center (ideally one that
wakes up and goes to sleep at the same time as the area commonly referred to
as the Global North.) Second, you need to understand that as an expert, it is
your job to be a translator, moving from technical to layperson’s language,
from pop culture to academic or business expertise. The thing is, your translations must be in written and spoken English—ideally with an American or
British accent. Of course, it is possible to have all these qualities and not win
the lottery, but if you miss out on even one, you probably won’t even get a
ticket to play.

The Seen, the Unseen, and Unseeable
Generational lottery winners have a knack for seeing some things and missing
many others. In 2000, “Jenny from the JenniCam” had about the same cultural
cachet a YouTube personality like Logan Paul has today, which meant there
were plenty of people who would nod their head when I mentioned her name.
When I asked, “What is the JenniCam of Asia?” it was hard to for me to get
answers. There were a few reasons for this. First and foremost, I didn’t speak any
Asian languages. I was told Japanese internet users enjoyed photo beauty contests and could ﬁnd sites devoted to “idols,” but I struggled to get anyone to help
me read the Kanji characters on my screen. I spent a little time in Camgirls
discussing how my questions about the “Japanese JennyCam” changed after I
discovered Japanese internet use was metered by the minute, which would
obviously impact who would choose to broadcast their lives 24/7 online. I spent a
little thinking about webcamming in South America. I spent a little time thinking
about webcamming as an African American. I could have done more. I
remember revising my PhD dissertation into a book manuscript and having an
editor strike every instance of “it is beyond the scope of this project to…” Once
it’s in a book, you are expected to write what you know and leave the rest,
hopefully, to others.
Revisions to the histories we carry are easy to make when new information can
be made to correspond in some way with what we already respect and value about
ourselves. A live music enthusiast might laugh at people holding up camera
phones at concerts, but should you offer him the opportunity for a private Skype
session with his favorite musician, he suddenly sees how “live” can mean many
things. Likewise, a certain sort of history buff understands why taking a selﬁe with
a politician now holds the same cultural value securing an autograph once did.
She might even argue that the selﬁe holds more potential value than the autograph
—especially if it resides on the politician’s camera (perhaps one day ﬁnding its
way into an archive.)
Historical revisions are harder to swallow when shame is involved. If you are
like me, you’ve seen your fair share of private arguments made public through
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online video. Some of these needed to see the light of day; others make me weep
with joy that I loved through my twenties without social media. The same can be
said for stories of partners victimizing one another by sharing images from private
sex acts, or even people with opposing political views who feel like it is a good
idea to share another person’s mobile number or address with the greater world
for reasons we can’t discern. Online and off it, most of us say knowledge and
forethought keep us safe, when the truth is, the only protection anyone real has is
pure dumb luck.
To focus deeply, we involve ourselves in a process that involves seeing and not
seeing. As we work to link seeing to thought, we ﬁnd ourselves understanding (or
thinking we understand) some things and being bafﬂed by others things (some of
which are deeply self-evident to other parties.) I did not come to know the internet
as a child. I don’t know what it means to have strangers view sonograms of me in
the womb, witness my birth via remote camera, or grab awkward childhood
photos out of context to circulate as memes. When I hear about such things, I can
feel my body recoil at the thought of so many images and so little agency, but I
also understand I am reacting within my own historical context. People used to
debate things like chastity, too—once upon a time. In terms of expertise on where
shame should or should not be deployed, I have none: I can try to empathize with
those directly affected, but my imagination is limited in ways that it wouldn’t be,
were to be I born ﬁve years from now.

From Remorse to Game Change
Experts often regret their blind spots. Live long enough, and regret turns into
remorse. The Latin root of remorse is mordere, which means to bite. “Thus,
remorse is something that ‘gnaws’ at you over and over,” explains my MerriamWebster. At my university, I work with a woman named Kate Rossmanith, who
wrote a book called Small Wrongs: How We Really Say Sorry in Love, Life and
Law. In that book, Kate interviews judges and other members of the court about
how criminal sentencing works in Australia. An important part of the book’s
structure is that it features Kate as a nonexpert in legal affairs, posing questions
that ordinarily go unasked in legal writing. For instance, as she was watching
sentencing hearings, Kate ﬁgured out that the judge’s determination of a defendant’s remorse was a major factor. She also learned there were no published
guidelines or protocol used to determine who was apologizing insincerely and
who was experiencing their past remorsefully—that is, as something that gnawed
at them over and over.
Legal scholars Proeve and Tudor, classify remorse in four different ways
(Proeve & Tudor, 2010: 96 in Rossmanith, 2015: 100). In their ﬁrst category—
cooperative remorse—the defendant shows sincere regret by acting early to signal
her own shame and blame, in hopes of being treated more leniently for transgressions. Marching into a police station to confess a crime would be an example
of cooperative remorse. Cooperative remorse makes it easier for a defendant to
argue the original offense was spontaneous and unplanned and thus more
deserving of mercy.
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In cultures of internet fame, cooperative remorse is almost a way of life. Many
(though not all) celebrities and inﬂuencers understand that it behooves them to
say early and often, “My bad, everyone.” Almost no hill of argument is worth
dying on if it means being seen by fans as deliberately difﬁcult (or even socially
tone deaf) in online exchanges. We likewise practice cooperative remorse in
academia when we write the words, “it is beyond the scope of this study.” From
one perspective, declarations like this are practices rooted in the ideological position known as scholarly rigor: I know I can’t know everything, and explaining
this up front, I throw myself on the mercy of the court. From another perspective,
it seems rich to expect mercy, while declaring our premeditated choice not to
move beyond our personal scholarly comfort zones regarding cohorts, geographies, methods, languages, etc.
The second form of remorse discussed by Prove and Tudor occurs when the
defendant indicates she is prepared to make reparations. In court, reparations can
include ﬁnancial, administrative, or other payouts made to victims. Sometimes
these are directed toward a single wronged party in response to a single transgression. Other times they are meant to serve the symbolic function of addressing
a larger group, or a larger constellation of concerns. Recipients of these sorts of
payouts tend to be aware of two things. The ﬁrst is that they personally represent
a tiny fraction of people these reparations are supposed to be for. The second is
that the payout probably won’t last long before attention moves to the next thing.
In academia, where we are paid to make choices about which topics and
perspectives we think should matter, which should appear in the footnotes (and
which should be cut entirely), reparations occur in a much subtler way. Every
academic who has worked longer than a year has made some poor decisions, and
many of us think about how to make reparations to those we’ve harmed with
regard to positions we’ve rethought or discarded entirely. Under these conditions,
it seems harsh to disparage anyone (an inﬂuencer, a young academic, etc.) in a
“hot until it’s not” population for taking their moment in the sun. It’s the system
that needs changing, not the students or the objects of study.
Prove and Tudor’s third category—reformative action—speaks of remorse in
terms of a demonstrated commitment to change. In the courtroom, the burden of
proof is on the defendant to demonstrate a plan to change. In both micro-celebrity and academia, plans to change at individual levels can have knock-on
effects at structural ones. Let me give you one example from the world of online
videogame streaming. It involves a decision made by a player named Tyler
“Ninja” Blevins to exclude women players (except his wife) from his Twitch
broadcasts.
At 27 years, Blevins is “the multimillionaire face of Fortnite,” declares the
New York Times. They aren’t wrong. Blevins is also a newlywed. A year ago, he
married a fellow streamer named Jessica. At this point, Jessica is the only woman
who appears on his channel. When asked why by reporter Allegra Frank, Blevins
explained, “If I have one conversation with one female streamer where we’re
playing with one another, and even if there’s a hint of ﬂirting, that is going to be
taken and going to be put on every single video and be clickbait forever…”
(Frank, 2018a)
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At one level, Blevins’s choice to shut out female streamers beyond his wife is
understandable. It’s not hard to sympathize with anyone’s desire to preemptively
eliminate sexually oriented speculation from fans, which pulls focus from gameplay and game commentary. In a follow-up interview with Frank, Blevins responds to critics, saying: “While I understand some people have implied my views
mean I have something against playing with women, I want to make clear the
issue I’m addressing is online harassment, and my attempt to minimize it from our
life.” Explains Frank, “By ‘our life,’ Blevins is referring to both his wife…and
himself” (Frank, 2018b).
The problem is that Blevins isn’t just anyone: he’s a corporate entity to be
reckoned with. As the New York Times explains, his media reach is “staggering”:
he has more than 12 million followers on Twitch, almost 12 million on Instagram
and nearly four million on Twitter. He has landed on the cover of ESPN: The
Magazine, and wherever he goes, he is mobbed by teenagers and tweens who
immediately recognize his brightly hair. Blevins explains to the Times that he
earns in excess $500,000 per month, with YouTube and Twitch as primary income
streams, and “20 percent deals and partnerships and things like that” (Draper,
2018).
Blevins is also quite aware of his cultural impact. In the Times proﬁle, he
explains how he used to hide the amount of money he made, but no longer:
…I kind of want everyone to know: This is how much the top
guys can make. It’s important that parents can see. All the contracts for professional athletes — all their salaries are public: This
is how much the best quarterback makes, this is how much
LeBron makes a year. That’s a huge driving factor in bringing
things to, “Hey this is how much Ninja might make this year or
next year.” That is now a bar that parents and kids can look up to
(Draper, 2018).
While most of Blevins’s fans seem to respect his personal choices around
harassment, Allegra Frank explains, for women streamers, there remain systemic
economic issues to consider. It is common knowledge on sites like Twitch that
male streamers have signiﬁcantly more potential to draw sponsorship money than
women do. As Frank puts it, “With a platform as large as his, to shut women out
of his channel is to do a disservice to them and misuse the inﬂuence he wields…”
(Frank, 2018b) She also notes what we might think of as gender tone-deafness in
his response to harassment, noting:
Respect is a major part of playing Fortnite and other games. Yet
women often are the receiving end of anything but: “Twitch
thots,” harassment, warding off obsessive or judgmental viewers
are all serious concerns for well-known female streamers. In
contrast to the reality of being a woman on Twitch, Blevins’ choice
to draw a line feels like a conservative gesture — even a familiar,
divisive one (Frank, 2018b).
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Feminist labor theory uses the term “emotional labor” to describe the unwanted
work of managing others’ emotional expectations that have nothing to do with our
lives, ambitions, or desires. In academia, emotional labor is a constant for women.
On average, female professors are assigned larger, introductory teaching intensive
classes that leave us less time for research. When we ask why, we are told it is
because we are “good with the students.” As students, women too often ﬁnd
themselves serving their advisors (of both genders) as ersatz psychotherapists, gossip
conduits, emotional buffers between the advisor and more “difﬁcult” students, etc.
Just as it was on the faculty end, there are few logical reasons for this gendered
division of emotional labor given to students beyond vague allusions to personal
and natural propensities for listening, understanding, supporting, and so forth.
And then there is the labor of managing the fact that one’s sexuality is
considered part of the public domain. On a site like Twitch, male gamers are
frustrated that when they play with females, they have fans speculating on their sex
life with the women in question. But female Twitch stars deal with sexual language,
requests, and questions no matter who they play with. When men are frustrated,
their response is not to ban fans but to exclude women and continue to make
endorsement money. When women are frustrated, the response again is to keep
fans and their demands at all costs. Every once in a while, a conversation transpires
about the mechanics of the platforms on which the gaming and streaming transpires—a moderator here, a mute button there, etc. To a cynic, there is a certain
“hush money” feel to all this, since mere attempts to even discuss these issues in a
holistic way have been met by physical and sexual threats to the women involved.

You Don’t Know Who Is Sincere (and Maybe That Is Okay)
The last of Prove and Tudor’s categories is self-punitive remorse, which includes
things like apologies. As I noted early, apologies can be both sincere and insincere.
In her interviews with judges, Kate Rossmanith found them to be quite aware of
the fact that defendants can be coached into making apologies with “no basis in
feelings of contrition.” To guard against this, criminal court judges tend to spend a
fair amount of time assessing not just the language and actions but the actual body
of the defendant during questioning. Notes Rossmanith: “When it comes to
assessing remorse, this feeling – the embodied affect felt by the judiciary – is understood by judges as indisputable evidence” (Rossmanith, 2015: 172). Sitting a
face to face with a criminal, a judge’s process for determining remorse isn’t all that
different from any audience member’s. As she writes, it is simply this: “I feel the
person’s remorse, therefore the remorse exists”(Rossmanith, 2015: 172).
Personally, I am glad to learn that there isn’t a mechanistic recipe dictating
how judges should, well, judge. Still, it is worth underscoring (as Rossmanith
does) that, “cultural difference makes it especially hard to read how other people
are feeling” (Rossmanith, 2015: 179). Here, she quotes a number of Australian
judges at length, including this refreshingly honest admission:
It took decades for judges to be educated that the demeanour of an
indigenous person might not reﬂect guilt… Even I had to learn
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that. In the ’80s when I ﬁrst started doing judicial work, you
thought ‘Well, why isn’t this young Aboriginal guy looking at me?’
And [later] you [learned why]… (Rossmanith, 2015: 179).
As different as they are in most respects, courts, academic circles, and online
fame environments do have one thing in common: they all turn on performances
of authenticity. One of the ways that authenticity is performed is via expressions
of remorse, great and small. In a courtroom sentencing, the successful transmission of authenticity can mean the difference between living life in freedom or
dying in prison. For the rest of us, the stakes aren’t usually as high, but we would
be blind to miss the fact that every minute of every day, someone is being denied
their money, their rights, their space, or their dignity, by someone else—someone
who understands themselves as doing what any other normal, reasonable, sensible, “drama-free” person would do under the same circumstances.
Every time I wonder whether inﬂuencers bring much value to the world, I think
about the fact that as even as an academic who has studied them for years, I just
don’t get most of their appeal, although they clearly move their audiences and
communities in important ways. Sometimes I don’t get them because their behaviors don’t emulate Western media tropes, which are what I know best.
Sometimes it’s because they are chieﬂy known for engaging in activities (gaming
and eating are two of these) where authenticity is expressed through cues that
don’t make much sense to outsiders. Sometimes I don’t get them because they are
being intentionally stupid or absurd. Sometimes I don’t get them because their
performance wasn’t intended for me to begin with.
It is my hope that this anthology serves as an Exhibit A of sorts for the
argument that global histories of online culture need revisiting, revising, and
reparations, both at the level of data collection and at the level of theory. As one
of the so-called pioneers of its cultural study, I understand that many things on
the internet seem weird. I’ve been confused, tricked, swindled, lied to, manipulated, stalked, and had other unpleasant things happen to me here.
But if there is one thing I’ve learned from my time studying online fame, it’s
that we need to better ways to pause before ruling on the sincerity of behaviors we
don’t understand, engaged in by those we do not know. One of the strengths of
this volume is that it goes “beyond the scope” of existing work regarding online
fame. In so doing, it reminds us that intellectual and emotional labor doesn’t end
at the border. It begins there. If a criminal court judge making life and death
decisions can be trained to humbly acknowledge this much, so too can students of
media and cultural studies.
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